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TACHOGENERATORS
AND CENTRIFUGAL RELAYS
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A dynamic, strong and ambitious Group
Orange1 Holding is an international renown Group, one of the most 
important European manufacturers of single-phase and three-
phase asynchronous electric motors more than 1000 workers in 
10 production facilities. It has an annual capacity of more than 
1 million motors and 5 million electric stators. The group, established in 
1971 by Leone Donazzan, chaired today by his son Armando Donazzan, 
is strongly focused on technological innovation, performance and 

customization to meet individual clients requirements.

DIE CASTING ELECTRIC MOTORS TURNING PARTS
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Sicme Orange1 has born from the merge of Sicme Motori and Magnetic.
Sicme Motori, founded in 1967, produces high  quality DC motors and it represents a 
benchmark of excellence for its technology  providing the best economical solutions 
for many different applications. Since  2002 it has been cooperating actively with the 
Institute of Electrical Engineering  of the Polytechnic of Turin and it has been one of 
the world’s largest producers  of wind generators. In 2008, it has developed motors 
with ASR technology, the  most revolutionary type of electric machine in the world, 
and in 2014 developed  an innovative range of synchronous reluctance motors IE4 
with a specific patent.  A company with a 40 years history, well-known around the 
world for the high  quality and product technology, it produces Asynchronous motors 
up to 3700  Kw, Synchronous motors up to 2700 Kw, Hydroelectric Generators up 
to 3000  Kw, Mini-Wind generators up to 200 Kw and Wind Turbines up to 5000 Kw. 
Magnetic Motors, founded in 1973, manufactures electrical machines specifically 
designed to be used for variable speed application. The company is located in Montebello 
Vicentino, Vicenza – Italy.

PRODUCTION PLANTS

LOCATION MOTORS PRODUCTION

MONTEBELLO VIC.NO - ITALY
36054 (VI)

Via del Lavoro 7

AC VECTORIAL MOTORS
DC MOTORS

BRUSHLESS MOTORS
TORQUE MOTORS

TORINO - ITALY
10156 (TO)

Strada del Francese 130

AC VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS
DC MOTORS

GENERATORS
SERVICE

RELUCTANCE MOTORS
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The production program of MAGNETIC includes two series of tachogenerators with equivalent electric 
features: the FR series with traditional coupling flange and the BR series with hollow shaft.
As specified further on, both series are produced in several versions; all of them can be supplied with three 
kinds of winding 20 V (11/2), 40 V (11/4) and 60 V (11/6) at 1000 RPM.
The high quality standard, the 4 - pole configura tion and the big number of rotor (slating) slots guarantee 
a first rate signal which is extremely precise even at low RPM, which is also thanks to the use of carbosilver 
special brushes. For general purpose applications or when it is necessary to reduce consumption, a version 
using electrographite brushes is available. The standard version has electrographite brushes.

General features and characteristic parameters

Peak to peak ripple ≤ 1%

Effective value ripple ≤ 0,4%

Linearity error ≤ 0,2%

Reversibility error ± 0,1%

Voltage tollerance ± 3%

Voltage variation with temperature - 0,02% per °C

Insulation class B

N. Poles 4

N. Slots 4

N. Laminas 33

Field Excitation by magnets ALNICO

Winding 11/2 11/4 11/6

Nom. voltage at 1000 rpm V 20 40 60

Load - free voltage at 1000 rpm V 20,3 41,1 61,2

Max. current admitted mA 200 100 70

Nom current mA 10 10 5

Max. speed rpm 7.500 7.500 5.000

Armature resistance at 25° C Ω 26 105 240

Electric time constant ms 0,7 0,7 0,7

Type BR11 BRB11 FR11 FRB11 FRBR11 FRD11

Protection Class IP44 IP54 IP44 IP55 IP55 IP55

Weight Kg 1,70 1,75 2,30 2,35 2,45 4,2

Inertia Kg cm2 1,2 1,2 2,0 2,0 2,0 3,8
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This series has a traditional structure. The shaft may be sup-plied with diameter 7 or 11 mm.

Versions

FR11: one-meter cable output, through cable stopper PG7; protection class IP44.

FRB11: cable connection throu-gh terminal box; protection class IP55.

FRBR11: double flange, double shaft-end version; cable  onnec-tion through terminal box; protection 
class IP55. (As option, coupling joint and coupling flange for the main encoders in trade are available).

FRB11 + RC2F: this configuration also includes the centrifugal relay, with cable connection through  
erminal box.

On request, all the other modular versions which can be obtained from the base version are available. 
On request, a special bracket can be supplied in order to mount the tachogenerator in format B3.

Flanged tachogenerators FR11 SERIES
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It consists of two tachogenerators mounted on one shaft on which the two rotors are keyed. The result 
is two independent signals, indispensable for those applications where a double speed transducer is 
required. Rated voltages at 1000 rpm: 20, 40, 60 V. Protection class: IP55.

Joints
Specific joints of lamellar type are available for coupling the flanged tachos. Several hole size combinations 
are provided, according to the shaft diameters. Optional joints of spiral type, with low inertia and small 
size are also available.

Flanged tachogenerators FRD11 SERIES
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In this series, the rotor with hollow shaft is coupled directly and rigidly with the motor shaft extension.
This solution excludes the bearings and the coupling joint, with a remarkable reduction of dimensions; 
the direct coupling, without any joint, provides as well a signal of higher precision, particularly during 
acceleration and deceleration phases.

Versions
BR11: one-meter cable output through cable stopper PG7; protection class IP44.
BRB11: cable connection through terminal box; protection class IP54.

Flanged tachogenerators BR11 SERIES
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It consists of a pair of brass or plastic blocks which rotate, in function of a centrifugal force applied into 
them, on two pivots set on a hub attached to the motor shaft; the blocks push against two microswitches 
connected in series which indicate that the protection has been activated.
This device guarantees:
• high reliability, due to the fact that the construction is based on mechanical elements only, which are 
  moreover duplicated
• insensibility to tangential accelerations, thanks to the position of the block pivots
• high tripping precision, due to the setting system.

a) Centrifugal relay RC2, simple structure for direct coupling to the motor shield, as per drawing N.2001.
Two junction types are possible:
• female keying Ø 90H6
• male keying Ø 85j6.
The required junction type must be specified when ordering.

Centrifugal Relays
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Centrifugal Relays

b) Centrifugal relay RC2F, integral construction with a tachogenerator type FRB as per drawing N. 2002.

c) Centrifugal relay RC2B, integral construction with tachogenerator type BRB as per drawing N. 2003

Technical data
Tripping speed: 600 ÷ 4300 RPM* (to be specified when ordering)
Precision: ±3% - Contact capacity: 2A at 250Vac, 3.3A at 125Vac
Connection: on opening (NC contact).

*for special speed value up to 6300 RPM please contact Sicme-Orange1 sales department
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info@orange1.eu
www.orange1.eu
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